Honorable Peter DeFazio, Congressman

July 20, 2021

United States House of Representatives
Chair, House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure
405 East 8th Ave. #2030
Eugene, OR 97401
Subject: Infrastructure Plan Provision for Housing for the Electrically Disabled

Dear Mr. DeFazio,
We write you today to tell you that the electrically disabled population needs a
provision for housing in the Infrastructure plan. An emergency exists for many Americans.
People with microwave radiation sickness (electromagnetic hypersensitivity – EHS 1) disability
are in crisis due to the 5G roll-out2 – we cannot tolerate the dense radiation3 and need
housing and safety. About 2% of the population has severe EHS and 35% has “moderate
symptoms represented by an impaired immune system and by chronic illness.” 4 Some people
are so affected by electromagnetic radiation (EMR) that exposure is life-threatening. We
cannot sleep, think or function during or after exposure, are injured and made ill.
The housing crisis for electrosensitives has been a problem since digital wireless
radiation emerged in 1996, and with 5G the crisis has become even more dire. The radiation
from Fifth Generation wireless/Internet of Things (5G/IoT) represents an exponential
densification in toxic radiation and no one in Congress has even looked at its impact on the
climate crisis or other worldwide health and environmental issues before steam-rolling ahead.
5G will consume 1000 times more energy than current wireless technology. 5 The National
Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS) recognizes electro-sensitivity 6 as does the Access
Board,7 Job Accommodation Network (JAN), states, doctors and judges. The Fair Housing Act
was supposed to prevent housing discrimination on the basis of disability, and the
Rehabilitation Act and Americans with Disabilities Act are supposed to protect the disabled
from discrimination and assure access. But we are electrocuted, injured 8 and denied entry to
every area of society. Agencies of the Government have ignored our disability, denied its
existence,9 and made policy not to address it.10 The National Institutes of Health (NIH) has

shown wireless radiation causes deleterious, astonishingly horrific effects (cancer, DNA
damage lower birth weights), not just from holding a device to the head but from less dense,
whole-body radiation exposure.11 Wildlife has been decimated – birds,12 bees, and other
species have declined at an appalling rate. 13 Electrical Hypersensitivity would hardly exist
were it not for digital wireless, but now, children, 14 teens, and young adults15 have contracted
this life-destroying disease – a disgraceful situation.
Thousands of us have been made homeless,16 lost livelihoods, health, and some even
their lives.17 We cannot see our friends and family, go to court, the hospital, the library, or
community gatherings. We cannot do simple things like go to a restaurant or a park because
of wireless infrastructure. We pay taxes, but they are passed on to the wireless industry in the
form of subsidies via legislation, which fund projects that physically harm us while taking away
our civil and human rights. “Broadband” does not mean wireless, but most people think it
does so the provision in the Infrastructure plan means a few very large companies will profit
enormously while we loose everything. Wireless is invisible so companies have gotten away
with savagery and harming the public and all life forms down to the DNA level for decades. If
people could see microwave radiation they would not stand for this out of control proliferation
– they would know about its environmental impacts and demand a safer communication
system.18
“Autonomous vehicles (AVs)” are another way 5G will preclude electro-sensitives from
access – to highways, roads, sidewalks and storefronts. 19 AVs are not green – they use
genotoxic, neurotoxic, carcinogenic20 radar,21 microwave and millimeter wave radiation.
At the very least we must have a place reserved without wireless that has available
and affordable housing. We need a section in the trillion dollar Infrastructure bill for
housing for this under-served segment of the population.22
We will follow up with your office to discuss possibilities to resolve this housing crisis,
can provide people to testify, and can to present to you and your staff a power point to further
educate you on this matter of life and death. Thank you for your attention and help regarding
this extreme crisis of the wireless disabled.

Sincerely,
Eva Bortnick,
The People's Initiative, Oregon Chapter
Letter Endorsed by:
Families for Safe Technology, Eugene, Oregon

AVs will prohibit electrically disabled people from access to roads and sidewalks. 23

The map below shows the radiation from 4G base stations as compared to the
predicted 5G radiation in Austin, Texas.

Simulated power densities before and after potential 5G deployment in Austin Texas24
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